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1. Introduction

This paper is devoted to study the existence of bounded solution for a difference
equation of the form

xn+t : Anx, * fn(xn) (1)

under the assumption that the linear part of Eq. (1 ), i.e., the equation

xn+t:  Anxn Q)

is exponentially dichotomic.
Suppose B is a complex Banach space and l, belongs to the space ,L(B) of all

bounded linear operators acting in .8.
To Eq. (2) we associate an operator S : 11 ---+ 11, so-called characteristic

operator ofEq. (2) acting on the Banach space f1 defined by

(S")r*r : Anxn, (3)

where f1: {x : Z---+ B lsupllx,ll < o} endowed with the sup-norm given as

follows: if x e H then, llxll X sup ll",ll. In [2], Aulbach and Minh have shown that

the spectrum o(S) of the optrator S does not intersect the unit circle 51 :

{z e C : lzl: l} if and only if Eq. (2) has an exponential dichotomy on the
condition

sup ll,4,ll < co (4)
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even when l, is not invertible. Basing on this property, the authors have given a
new criterion for the exponential stability of difference equations.

It is easy to show that the spectrum o(S) of the operators S is invariant under
the rotation around the origin. Therefore, saying that the spectrum o(S) does not
intersect with Sr means that the equation

xn+ t :  Aoxn l f n  (5 )

has a unique bounded solution (see Lemma I in Sec. 2). This result can be
extended to the space Z, under the assumption that ln is invertible and

sup l l ,4; ' l l  < *. (6)

In this case, the equivalence between spectral dichotomy and exponential dichot-
omy is still valid (see Lemma 3 in Sec. 2).

The aim of this paper is to generalise their results to the nonlinear difference
equation (1). Our main result (Sec. 3, Theorem 2) claims that, in the general case,
Eq. (1 ) has a unique bounded solution if its linear part has spectral dichotomy and
{f"(*)} satisfies the Lipschitz condition with a small Lipschitz constant. Theorem
3 follows from this result for the nonlinear difference equation (1 ) and the result in
l2l.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will give necessary
definitions and state the results mentioned above. [n Sec. 3, we show that the
operator 7 of Eq. (l) is continuous.

Theorem 2 is our main result. To prove Theorem 2, we shall use the evolution
operator (see [4]) and the inverse function theorem satisfying the Lipschitz condi-
tion as in [4].

In this paper, we will suppose l,(x,) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with a
Lipschitz coefficient sufficiently small.

2. Statement of Results

In this section, we state the main results of spectral dichotomy for linear spectrum
of the characteristic operator, associated with the underlying linear difference
equation

xn+l : Anxn 1

where x, belongs to a given Banach complex space B and An belongs to the space
I(B) consisting of all bounded linear operators acting in ,8.

Now let us introduce necessary definitions to state the results. First, we refer
the concept of exponential dichotomy in the sense of Henry (see [3]) and it is
defined as follows:

Definition l. Eq. (2 ) is said to haue an exponential dichotomy (with M, 0) if there
are positiue constants M, 0 < | and a sequence of projections {Pn, n e Z} on B such
that
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( l )  A"P":  P,+tAn.
(ii) A"l Re) is an isomorphism from R(P") onto R(P"+t) , where R(P") denotes the

range of Pn.
(111)  I f  X(n,  m) :  A,- r ' ' 'A- , r1A-for  n > m, X(m, m) :  f i ,

llx(n, m)(I - P*)xll < M9"--llxll, (n > ^).

(iv) llx(n, m)P^xll < M?^-'llxll, (n < *).

Further, we can define the operator X(n, m)P- when n < m as the following:
X(n, m)P*x : y e R(P,) if and only if P^(x) : X(m, n)y, (n < m).

To Eq. (2), we associate an operator S : 11 ---+ ,F1, defined by

(Sx)rn+rl : Anxn (7)

f o r a l l n e Z , w h e r e  n :  { * :  Z  - , B l s u p l l r , l l  <  * } .
I z )

The following definition deals with the spectral dichotomy and can be seen
in [ ] .

Definition 2. Eq (2 ) is said to haue a spectral dichotomy if the spectrum o(S) of the
operator S does not intersect the unit circle.

Under the assumptions that A, is not invertible and suppose the condition (4)

holds in [2], Aulbach and Minh have proved the following results.

Lemma l. Eq. (2) has a spectral dichotomy if and only if l(o(S) or, in other
words,for euery bounded sequence {f,, n e Z}, the following dffirence equation

xn+t : Arxn I fn (8)

has a unique bounded solution {",(f), n e Z}.
This means that the spectrum o(S) ls inuariant with respect to rotation.

Lemma 2. Eq. (2) hss an exponential dichotomy if and only if il has a spectral
dichotomy.

Under the assumptions that ,4, is invertible and the condition (6) holds, they
have following results in the space Lo : Lp(Z, -B) as in [2].

Lemma 3. Assume that in addition to Condition (4), Eq. (2) satisfies the following
conditions
(l) A" is inuertible for n e Z,
( i i)  supll ,4; ' l l  < -.

Then, Eq. (2 ) has an exponential dichotomy if and only if it has a spectral dichotomy.

Lemma 4. Under Lemma 3's assumptions, where ES. (2) has an exponential
dichotomy if and only if for euery sequence {.f", n e Z) c Lo, there exists uniquely a
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solution in Lo to the following equation

X n + t : A n x ,  I f n ,  n e Z .

Now we recall the so-called Inverse Function Theorem satisfying the Lipschitz
condition by Nitecki (see [4]Lemma 2.1,p.78)to estimate Eq. (1).

Lemma 5. Suppose X is a Banach spqce, L is qn inuertible mapping from X into
itself, { is a mapping sqtisfying the Lipsc.hitz condition such that :lip(il < lll,-t ll-'.
Then (L + il is inuertible and (L + d)-' satisfies the Lipschitz condition. Moreouer,

sip((L + il-\ <
l l r - ' l l - '  -  eip(d)

By using an evolution operator as in [1, 2]and Lemma 5, we shall show that
Eq. (1) has a unique bounded solution.

3. Main Results

Let us return to Eq. (l)

xn+ l :  Arxn+f " (x " ) .

We suppose ln is not invertible and the condition (4) holds.
We consider Eq. (1), when x, e B, A, e L(B).
Let H : {x : Z ---+ Bl supllx"ll < oo}.

We define an operator T : H -- 11 given by

(

Fn(xn):  Anxn*f,(x") ,  n e Z.

In this section we only considerfi(xn) satisfying the LipschiCI condition with a
sufficiently small Lipschitz coefficient.

Definition 3. Eq. (1) is said to satisfy the condition (H) tf it sqtisfies thefollowing
conditions:
(1) f"(x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to x, where the Lipschitz

cofficient is independent of n and x, i.e., there is a positiue constant l, such thal

l lf"(r) - f"(v)ll < /l l" - vll, (r2)

f o r a l l n e Z a n d x , y e B .
(ii) The linear part of Eq. ( I ) is exponentially dichotomic.

Under the assumption that f"(x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect
to x, we shall show in the following proposition that the nonlinear operator 7
associated with Eq. (1) is continuous.

(e)

Put

(10)

( 1 1 )
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Proposition l. If f"(a) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to u, then the
operator T acting in H is continuous.

Proof. Letthe sequence {ro, k e N} c H tendto u0 as k --+ @, where {uk}, u0 e H.
Then the sequence {uX)*.* tends to ule B for any n e Z.

From the definition of the operator T and the Lipschitz condition of (f,(x)),
we get the following estimate

l lTrk - Tuoll: sup llF,(uf) - r"@2)ll

:,irl lo*: +f,(u:) - A,u!-f,@|)ll

< sup((ll,a"ll + r)llu! - ,9ll). (13)

The proof is complete. I

Remark 1. The operator 7 is nonlinear and in general it is not invertible.

Remark 2. Every sequence x : {x,} is a bounded solution of Eq. (l) if and only if
it is a fixed point of the operator Z.

We shall show that the existence of fixed points of the operator 7 is equivalent
to exponential dichotomy for the linear part of Eq. (1).

Proposition 2. The linear part of Eq. ( 1) has a spectral dichotomy if and only if the
operqtor T has afixed point.

Proof. By virtue of Lemmas I and 2, since the linear part of Eq. (1) has a spectral
dichotomy, the operator (/ - S) is invertible.

Put ujfr) : (I - s)-t11uf4)). we have

IDY') - u&-t)l : l l(1- s)-' l l l f"(rf-t) -.f"(rf-r))l

< l l (1-  s)-1l l / lu ik- ' )  -  r f* ' ) l  .

I f  p :  l l ( I  -  ^s)- t l l  /  < l ,  then {u(k)} --  u0.
It implies the desired result; the proof is complete. I

When Eq. (1) satisfies condition (H), then we will get the following results.

Theorem l. Assume Eq. (1) satisfies Condition (H), and the Lipschitz cofficient I
is small enough, then (I - T) is inoertible.

Proof. Let S be the operator of the linear part of Eq. (l) defined bV (7). By virtue
of Lemma 1, since I f a(S), then (1- S) is an invertible operator. Put I:1-,S,
6 : S - 7 " .

From Condition (H) it follows that ( satisfies the Lipschitz condition, and
gip(il: /. Applying the inverse function theorem satisfying the Lipschitz condi-
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t ion (see in [4]), if i  < l l(1-S)-tl l  
1, then we get (L+il to be invertible. This

means that (I - Z) is an invertible operator. This completes the proof of the
theorem. I

The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem I, Eq. (1) has a unique bounded
solution.

Proof. This is a direct conclusion from Theorem I and Remark 2. I

In [2], it is proved that Eq. (2) has an exponential dichotomy if and only if, for
every bounded sequence {f", r. Z}, Eq,. (8) has a unique bounded solution
{f"(f), n e Z). We shall prove below that this is still true for Eq. (1) if it satisfies
Condition (H).

Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem I, for euery bounded sequence

{Q,, n e Z}, the following difference equation

xn+t :  F, (x")  *  qn (14)

has a unique bounded solution {*,(q"), n e Z}.

Proof. From (14), we have

X n + t : T x n + t * q r .

It implies that (/ - T)x,a1- qn.
From. Theorem 1, it follows that (1- 7) is invertible.

(I - T)-'q" is a unique bounded solution of Eq. (14).
We now consider the action of the operator 7 in the

consisting of all sequences in ,B such that

I  l l " , l lo .  *,  (16)
n: l

where 1 < p < @. Lo is a Banach space on the complex field.
' 

Under the assumptions that ,4, is invertible and

sup l l l ; t l l  <  * , ( 1 7 )

the equivalence between spectral dichotomy and exponential dichotomy is still
true.

It is proved in [2] that the linear part of Eq. (2) has a spectral dichotomy if, for
every sequence {qn, n e Z}, there exists a unique solution in Lo of Eq. (la) for all
n e Z .

In general, we prove that the above result is true for Eq. (1a) in the same way

( l s )

That means xn+t:

space Lo: Lp(Z, B)

Tas in Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.
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Theorem 4. under the assumptions of Theorem I and assume Condition (17 ) hotds,
then for eDery sequence {qn, n e Z}, there exists uniquely a solution in Lo of the
following equation

x n + t : F n ( x n ) * q r ,  n e Z .
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